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BUILDING A (SELF) REFLECTIVE MUSCLE IN DIVERSE FIRST-YEAR LAW STUDENTS

SANDRA NOAKES*, ANNA CODY*

I INTRODUCTION

Research relating to the development of law students’ professional identity has long recognised that, as a student develops their identity as part of a profession, as well as their academic identity, they need to develop an ethical muscle.¹ At its foundation, this means that rather than focussing on identifying individual ethical issues, people need to practice how to deal with ethical issues within a workplace through gaining a range of skills. It is a practice-based approach to dealing with ethical issues.² In addition to the idea of an ethical muscle, others have proposed that students and lawyers need to develop a ‘reflective muscle’.³ A ‘reflective muscle’ is a term used by Leering to encapsulate the importance of teaching students and legal practitioners to engage regularly in reflection to improve their competence through reflection on practice, and learning from practice. While Leering is the first to use this term, the recognition of the importance of reflection skills is broadly acknowledged as being essential for legal practitioners so that they can continuously build their skills and understandings of the law, legal system and their role within it.⁴ Self-reflection, a form of personal

* School of Law, Western Sydney University. The authors acknowledge the contribution of Dr Russell Thomson, School of Computing, Data and Mathematical Sciences, Western Sydney University, in relation to the statistical analysis and reporting.

¹ See generally Mary C Gentile, Giving Voice to Values (Yale University Press, 2010). Gentile’s approach to teaching ethics is based on the idea that acting on ethical values needs to be practised in order to build an ethical muscle. See also Vivien Holmes, ‘Giving Voice to Values’: Enhancing Students’ Capacity to Cope with Ethical Challenges in Legal Practice’ (2015) 18(2) Legal Ethics 115; Doris DelTotso-Brogan, ‘Stories of Leadership Good and Bad: Another Modest Proposal for Teaching Leadership in Law Schools’ (2021) 45(2) Journal of the Legal Profession 183, 226.

² See generally Gentile (n 1).


reflection that asks students to question themselves, their actions, and behaviours, is an important self-management tool for both law students and lawyers.\(^5\) The development of a self-reflective muscle is particularly important for ‘diverse’ students as they transition to law school. These students are commonly described in the academic literature as ‘non-traditional’ or ‘non-standard’ students,\(^6\) usually because they do not fit the profile of a ‘traditional student’; one who has entered university directly from high school, and whose socio-cultural background means that they are more familiar with the implicit norms of university culture.\(^7\)

In Australia and elsewhere, universities have focused on widening participation for at least three decades.\(^8\) However, widening participation is not achieved simply by students gaining entry to university; this is really where universities’ responsibility for successful widening participation starts. Despite the attention paid to strategies that support students’ transition to higher education and the first-year experience of undergraduate students in particular, these strategies have not necessarily considered the increasingly diverse nature of the student cohort, leading to an often alienating experience for students at

\(^5\) Anna Huggins, ‘The Threshold Learning Outcome on Self-Management for the Bachelor of Laws Degree: A Proposed Focus for Teaching Strategies in the First Year Law Curriculum’ (2011) 2(2) The International Journal of the First Year in Higher Education 23 (‘The Threshold Learning Outcome on Self-Management for the Bachelor of Laws Degree’), 26; Sally Kift, Mark Israel and Rachael Field, Bachelor of Laws: Learning and Teaching Academic Standards Statement (Report, 2010), 23.

\(^6\) Michelle Morgan, ‘Student Diversity in Higher Education’ in Michelle Morgan (ed), Supporting Student Diversity in Higher Education: A Practical Guide (Taylor & Francis Group, 2013) 10, 11.


Research has demonstrated that university culture is often not an encouraging environment for diverse first-year students, and has strongly recommended that universities improve their support of diverse students. Common experiences of diverse students relate to a lack of correlation between their expectations of university and their lived experience, overlaid by the complications of the hidden curriculum: the ‘taken-for-granted’ norms of higher education which are assumed but left unstated in documents concerning educational policies and processes relating to educational outcomes. These factors may combine to result in diverse students attributing their lack of success early in their studies to a lack of ability, rather than to structural impediments in a system that does not make the ‘rules of the game’ explicit.


Scaffolding diverse students’ self-reflection can assist law schools in managing students’ expectations, make clear aspects of the curriculum that may otherwise be hidden from them, and instil an early sense of professionalism and purpose. However, studies relating to reflective practice for first-year students demonstrate that reflective exercises are not always successful; students do not always understand the relevance of them, and they are not always adept at reflective self-assessment. It is imperative that techniques used to support the development of self-reflection are designed so that reflection is not just a process for its own sake. Self-reflection should enable students to be ready for new and different experiences, new ways of learning and developing new skills.

This article examines one aspect of a holistic first-year transition program for diverse first-year law students at Western Sydney University (‘WSU’): a Self-Reflection (‘SR’) Survey. We describe these students as ‘diverse’ because many of them do not fit the paradigm of the traditional student; one who has entered university directly from school and whose cultural and social background is likely to have familiarised them with university norms and practices. Many of the students in this study are from low socioeconomic status (‘SES’) backgrounds, or from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, or are first-in-family to attend university, or have not entered law school directly from school.

The SR Survey was introduced in the first-year law curriculum at WSU in 2017. It consists of a set of TRUE/FALSE (‘T/F’) answer questions that ask students whether they have engaged in certain tasks in a subject, followed by open ended questions that ask them to reflect on areas of strength and also where they might improve their engagement with their studies. The SR Survey scaffolds reflective skills as a first step in building students’ ‘reflective muscle’. It is a departure from the traditional form of reflective self-assessment, in that it deliberately does not ask students to assess their own performance in a particular piece of assessment. Instead, it asks them to reflect on their engagement with their studies in a first-year subject, and whether their outcome in their assessment reflects that engagement.

We conducted mixed-methods analysis of students’ engagement with the SR Survey in the first-year cohorts from 2018-2021. Qualitative


13 For a detailed breakdown of the particular characteristics of the cohort, see the discussion in this article under ‘Methodology- the Study Cohort’. 
analysis was performed in relation to student responses to the open-ended questions in the SR Survey from 2018-2021. This involved the analysis of 177 SR Surveys. In addition, quantitative statistical analysis was used to examine the interaction between students’ attempts at the SR Survey and their outcomes in their subjects in relation to the 2019-2021 first-year cohorts. This study cohort consisted of over 900 students.

This article documents the phases of the SR Survey and explains how we have embedded it in the first-year law curriculum. Embedding the SR Survey has allowed us to make it a feature of the early stages of students’ law studies, reinforcing it as part of the assessment process and in-class activities relating to self-regulation and professionalism. The SR Survey has provided us with a way to make expectations explicit to students and to foster an early sense of professionalism.

Our mixed-methods analysis of the SR Survey indicates that it does appear to serve the function of scaffolding diverse students’ preparation for new experiences or a new way of doing things at law school. Where we embedded the SR Survey early in the first-year curriculum, and students were able to use it to adjust their approach to their studies, this appears to have improved reflection. It also appears to be positively correlated to improvement between assessments.

This article first outlines the relevant literature and theoretical approach that informed the design and implementation of the SR Survey. It then discusses our methodology, both in relation to the implementation of the SR Survey and our study of its impact. We then discuss the results of our mixed-methods analysis and draw some conclusions from this analysis.

II BACKGROUND

A Defining the ‘diverse student’

The students discussed in this article are commonly referred to as ‘non-traditional’ or ‘non-standard’ university students. The terms ‘non-traditional’ or ‘non-standard’ attempt to capture an eclectic range of individual attributes that are used to distinguish these students from... “traditional” students...but there is no authoritative definition of the ‘non-traditional’ student. These students may also possess more than one ‘non-traditional’ characteristic. Warren conceptualises ‘non-traditional’ students in contrast to ‘traditional’ university students who

14 Morgan (n 6), 11.
15 Morgan (n 6), 11. See also Ethel Chung, Deborah Turnbull and Anna Chur-Hansen, ‘Differences in Resilience Between “Traditional” and “Non-Traditional” University Students’ (2017) 18(1) Active Learning in Higher Education 77, 79.
‘enter university shortly after completing their secondary education, and who, owing to their prior socialization, schooling and attainment, are relatively well prepared for academic study’. The terms ‘non-traditional’ and ‘non-standard’ are based on a deficit mode as they rely on what these students are not, rather than what they are. Daddow has suggested that this reinforces exclusion, and that these students should be more appropriately described as ‘diverse’ or ‘new’ students. Where possible, this article will employ the term ‘diverse students’ to indicate that these students may not have had a direct path from high school to university, and/or that their socio-cultural backgrounds may not have acquainted them with the implicit norms of university culture.

B Law schools and transition pedagogy- the experience of diverse students

This article focuses on one aspect of transition pedagogy for diverse first-year students. In Australia, law schools have demonstrated considerable leadership in relation to transition pedagogy and the first-year experience. These programs often draw on Kift’s influential ‘third generation’ approach to transition pedagogy, which uses curriculum as the central organising mechanism for transition and promotes a whole-of-university approach to the first-year experience, to ensure that transition initiatives are coordinated as part of the core business of the institution. It also ensures that transition programs are centralised and sustainable.

An advantage of centralised, third generation approaches to the first-year experience is said to be that they lead to ‘one world view from the

---

17 Warren (n 7), 86-87.
18 Angela Daddow, ‘Curricula and Pedagogic Potentials When Educating Diverse Students in Higher Education: Students’ Funds of Knowledge as a Bridge to Disciplinary Learning’ (2016) 21(7) Teaching in Higher Education 741, 742.
21 See Kift, Articulating a Transition Pedagogy (n 10); Kift, Nelson and Clarke (n 10); Sally Kift, ‘A Decade of Transition Pedagogy: A Quantum Leap in Conceptualising the First Year Experience’ (2015) 2 HERDSA Review of Higher Education 51 (‘A Decade of Transition Pedagogy’).
22 Kift, Nelson and Clarke (n 10); Morgan (n 6), 11.
student-facing perspective.’ Kift has suggested that a centralised, co-ordinated third generation approach to transition pedagogy ‘could assist in alleviating [university leadership’s] concerns around constant and dynamic change, finite resourcing, increasingly diverse student cohorts, and the necessity to build academic and professional staff capability accordingly.’

However, it is important that the emphasis on a ‘one world view from a student-facing perspective’ does not lead to a generic transition experience that fails to recognise the voices and experiences of diverse students. The unique challenges experienced by diverse students in their first-year at university have been documented both in Australia and internationally, and it has been suggested that universities need to...
adopt a more focused and nuanced approach to the transition experience of diverse students. In Australia, the imperative to support the success of diverse first-year students has been brought into focus by changes to federal legislation in 2021 which mean that undergraduates who fail more than half of their subjects lose access to financial support for their studies.

A third generation approach to the first-year experience for diverse students should centre around curriculum. This is supported by Wilson et al.’s study of the needs of a diverse cohort of first-year students across three consecutive years in a Health Faculty, which indicated the need for ‘curricular interventions in the early weeks of the semester’. However, there are limited studies that document actual strategies employed to support diverse students’ transition to university via curriculum-based initiatives, and there is even more limited...
literature which aims to evaluate the effectiveness of any such measures.

In addition, despite the increasing diversity of student cohorts in Australian law schools, there is very little research that focuses on the transition experience of diverse law students. Where this research has occurred, the diverse students constitute a small proportion of the student intake. In contrast, as outlined below, the first-year cohorts studied in this article are extremely diverse, reflecting the community in which our law school is situated.

A review of the literature relating to transition pedagogy and the first-year experience reveals a number of pertinent themes that informed the approach adopted by the authors to this curriculum-based project. These themes are explored below.

C Managing expectations

Studies have identified the need to better support and manage the expectations of diverse students as they commence university. Roberts identifies diverse students’ lack of understanding of what to expect and ‘what is expected of them’ as a serious impediment to successful transition to university. Morgan observes that students have come to expect more of universities as a result of increased university fees and higher education ‘league tables’ that rank universities according to student satisfaction, as well as external accreditation requirements for universities requiring certain graduate outcomes. However, she further notes that these expectations need to be managed to ‘ensure that they are realistic’. Wilson has observed that diverse students are placed at risk of failure when ‘we do not explain and negotiate the “rules of the game” with them. When students have to guess, or infer, what increases or decreases their chances of success, they are likely to “get it wrong” at least some of the time’. She argues that this risk is reduced when universities ‘engage upfront
in the process of assertively and supportively shaping expectations and contracting with students (e.g. What does it mean to study at University?)\textsuperscript{38} This has the effect of building students’ sense of capability, which is crucial to their success at university.\textsuperscript{39} Wilson et al.’s study of three successive first-year diverse student cohorts demonstrated that the major anxiety for these students in their early weeks of their first semester related to assessment and a lack of clarity around what was expected of them in their assessments.\textsuperscript{40} These findings are reinforced by Tett, Cree and Christie’s study of the transition experience of diverse students in Scottish higher education.\textsuperscript{41} The authors report that, in relation to these students’ experiences of their first semester at university, ‘a clear majority of students faced with the reality of studying described the process of transition as difficult because they felt uncertain about what was expected of them.’\textsuperscript{42}

Another reason why it is important to make expectations explicit is that diverse students ‘balance multiple commitments, and are largely identified as strategic learners... they focus on what counts in terms of marks’.\textsuperscript{43} Star and McDonald note that strategic learners tend to devote more time to assessment tasks than any other task outside of class.\textsuperscript{44} In relation to mature-aged students, Renirie observes that ‘adult learners may approach higher education as a means to an end rather than the [university] experience often assumed to be desired by the traditional... student.’\textsuperscript{45} Providing diverse students with clear and explicit guidance on how to approach their studies to achieve the desired result in their assessments is therefore important to ensure that they can focus on ‘what counts’.

The SR Survey is a tool to manage student expectations, and to make our expectations clear to first-year students. The T/F questions in particular make clear to students the activities in which they should be engaging to achieve a successful result in the subject.

D Cultural capital and the ‘hidden curriculum’

Kift’s curriculum transition pedagogy principles state that, in relation to first-year curricula, ‘few, if any, assumptions should be made about existing skills and knowledge’.\textsuperscript{46} However, in many cases, those assumptions are so enmeshed in university culture that they are invisible to the institution, which means that the curriculum remains ‘hidden’ to those who are not familiar with its norms. The hidden curriculum has been defined as that which is assumed, but left unstated,
in documents concerning educational policies and processes relating to educational outcomes. For some academics, this ‘hidden curriculum’ is so obvious to them that it is perceived as ‘dumbing down’ or ‘spoon feeding’ to have to articulate it to students. Others are unable to articulate it because it is invisible to them. Wilson has observed that academics ‘often unjustifiably assume or take for granted that students know what is expected of them’. 

Research relating to the experiences of diverse students uses Bourdieu’s notion of cultural capital in relation to the ways in which ‘traditional’ students already possess a ‘proficiency in and familiarity with dominant cultural codes and practices’, or a ‘feel for the game’. This is because methods of university teaching and learning are imbued with implicit cultural knowledge with which traditional students are already conversant, resulting in these assumptions going unchallenged and not being explained to diverse students. This means there is a ‘hidden curriculum’ which is not visible to diverse students. As noted by Webb, ‘[s]ome students have greater insight and more confidence than others in making appropriate selections as to what will affect their performance and what can be neglected’. Students who do not pick up hidden ‘cues’ about what and how they need to approach their studies in order to succeed are ‘most at risk of being overwhelmed by the volume of work which they perceive is required of them in order to succeed in their studies’.

The SR Survey assists us to articulate to students exactly what is expected of them. It helps us to reveal the hidden curriculum, by providing them with clear guidance about what they are expected to do in the subject, so that students do not have to pick up hidden cues about this.

E Developing a sense of belonging and purpose

Numerous studies about ‘what works’ in the transition experience of diverse first-year students indicate that it is crucial to develop a sense of identity and belonging. Studies suggest that students need ‘real world opportunities relevant to future aspirations’ to ‘motivate students to engage,’ and that are ‘relevant to [students’] interests and future

---

47 Seddon (n 11), 1-2.
49 Ibid, 530; Klinger and Murray (n 26), 31.
50 Wilson, Practical Leadership (n 37), 19.
51 Daddow (n 18), 742, citing Devlin (n 26). See also Thomas, ‘Student Engagement to Improve Belonging’ (n 26), 112-113; Klinger and Murray (n 26), 31-32.
53 Farenga (n 52), 61-62. See also Devlin and McKay (n 26), 99-102.
54 Devlin and McKay (n 26), 102.
55 Webb (n 10), 13.
56 Ibid, 14.
goals’. Lizzio’s work on transition pedagogy conceptualises this as a sense of purpose; that is, students understand the relevance of their studies, both from an academic and vocational point of view. In addition, it requires that students feel ‘challenged, stimulated or even excited about what they are studying.’ While it is important to scaffold first-year students’ learning experiences, so that they do not feel out of their depth or overwhelmed, Tinto has emphasised the importance of ensuring that the curriculum is also sufficiently challenging for students. Tinto urges institutions to promote a sense of belonging ‘at the very outset of students’ journeys.’ This is why it is imperative to develop first-year students’ sense of professional identity from the moment that they enter law school; this provides them with a sense of identity, but also with a sense of purpose and connectedness to their future profession.

Universities have paid considerable attention to the development of students’ academic identities – that is, ‘a formation process that aims to develop both the students’ academic characteristics and their social place within the [University] environment’. However, less attention has been paid to the development of students’ professional identities – that is, ‘the formation of an attitude of personal responsibility regarding one’s role in the profession, a commitment to behave ethically and morally, and the development of feelings of pride for the profession’. Jensen and Jetten argue that it is essential for students to develop a sense of professional identity coextensively with their sense of academic identity, as ‘it is the professional identity that prepares a student for life after university by helping students to understand how specific skills acquired at university relate to a particular career’. Further, their study of the development of student professional identity in universities in Australia and Denmark observed that ‘students attempted to form an academic identity and a professional identity in parallel, starting from the moment they entered university’ and that, where students felt

57 Thomas, ‘Student Engagement to Improve Belonging’ (n 26), 116.
58 Lizzio (n 39), 2.
59 Amy Larsen, Deanna Horvath and Christopher Bridge, ‘“Get Ready”: Improving the Transition Experience of a Diverse First Year Cohort Through Building Student Agency’ (2019) 11(2) Student Success 14, 16, citing Lizzio (n 39).
60 Vincent Tinto, ‘Reflections on Student Persistence’ (2017) 8(2) Student Success 1, 5.
61 Ibid, 3.
62 Instilling and encouraging a strong sense of purpose in students has also been linked to stronger mental health in law students and ultimately lawyers. See Lawrence S Krieger, ‘The Inseparability of Professionalism and Personal Satisfaction: Perspectives on Values, Integrity and Happiness’ (2005) Clinical Law Review 425.
66 Hoj Jensen and Jetten, ‘Academic and Professional Identities’ (n 63), 1038.
unable to develop these identities in parallel, this hindered their academic development. Their research has also found that ‘bridging social capital’ (social capital formed by interactions between students and academics) was important for the development of both students’ academic and professional identities. 67 Regardless of background, students reported having difficulty creating bridging social capital with academics, and therefore that ‘professional identity was difficult to develop’. 68 However, the diverse students in their study 69 were more likely to attribute this to their own personal failings, whereas students from more traditional backgrounds were more likely to attribute this to failings of the university. 70 This indicates that students from diverse backgrounds need to be provided with scaffolded opportunities to develop a sense of professional identity. It should not be a matter left to chance for students to work through themselves, in the same way that it has been recognised that the development of their sense of academic identity should not be left to chance.

Considerations concerning the development of an early sense of professionalism have strongly influenced the design and implementation of the SR Survey. The SR Survey treats students as professionals, and develops their skills of self-management, through a very directed and scaffolded self-reflection exercise.

F A Theoretical Framework for Self-Reflection

The SR Survey uses reflection, and in particular self-reflection, as a tool of transition pedagogy for first-year law students. Australian law schools are required to develop and support students’ self-reflection capabilities. This is clearly articulated in Threshold Learning Outcome (‘TLO’) 6(b) (Self-management) for LLB and JD degrees, which provides that law graduates will be able to ‘reflect on and assess their own capabilities and performance’. 71 The TLOs have been adopted by all Australian law schools and endorsed by the Council of Australian Law Deans. 72 They are relevant for law school course accreditation by the Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency (‘TEQSA’). 73

The importance of reflection for law students is also recognised in the

68 Ibid, 9.
69 Those who were first in family to attend University, or who came from ‘lower family educational backgrounds’. See Ibid, 4.
70 Ibid, 9.
72 Law Admissions Consultative Committee, Redrafting the Academic Requirements for Admission (Report, 2019), 1.
73 See Higher Education Standards Framework (Threshold Standards) 2021 (Cth) pt A cl 1.4.2 (Learning Outcomes and Assessment); pt A cl 3.1.1.e (Teaching – Course Design), which requires HEIs to have course designs which include ‘expected learning outcomes’; pt A cl 5.1.2 (Course Approval and Accreditation); and pt A 5.3 (Monitoring, Review and Improvement).
There are many benefits of reflective practice in teaching and learning. Huggins et al observe that ‘reflective practice can be defined as a student’s capacity to reflect on their own strengths and weaknesses, to learn from constructive criticism and to practice critical reflection by monitoring their own work performance, interpersonal interactions, and personal and professional development’. The Learning and Teaching Academic Standards Statement which introduced TLOs for the LLB positions the inclusion of self-reflection as means of ‘supporting students to become careful, efficient, concerned, and curious learners’, and also as a way of developing students’ emotional intelligence, particularly in relation to self-awareness. A key component of self-management is the ability to evaluate and monitor one’s own performance. Consultations with the legal profession that occurred in the development of the TLOs indicated that this particular aspect of TLO6 was considered essential for legal practice because of its capacity to enhance resilience.

Much of the research extolling the benefits of reflective practice may presume a level of cultural capital or ‘feel for the game’ that diverse first-year students may not possess. As discussed above, university practices tend to favour students who already have access to implicit codes and accepted ways of ‘talking, writing and interacting’ at university. Diverse first-year students who lack this stock of cultural capital – for example due to prior educational experience, or lack of access to peer networks and informal mentors – are not familiar with these implicit codes. They may require additional support to unveil these assumptions and practices. Exercises in reflective practice for diverse students should therefore ensure that ‘few, if any, assumptions [are] made about existing skills and knowledge’ in relation to reflective practice, and that reflective practice is appropriately and explicitly scaffolded. It is therefore important to have a relevant theoretical framework grounding any exercise in reflective practice for diverse first-year students.

Reflection has been defined variously by a range of philosophers, educators and within each of the professions. Indeed reflection put
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74 Law Admissions Consultative Committee, Accreditation Standards for Australian Law Courses.
75 See, eg, Judith McNamara, Tina Cockburn and Tina Campbell, Good Practice Guide (Bachelor of Laws): Reflective Practice (Report, 2013), 5.
76 Huggins, Kift and Field (n 4), 209.
77 Kift, Israel and Field (n 5), 23.
79 Huggins, ‘The Threshold Learning Outcome on Self-Management for the Bachelor of Laws Degree’ (n 5), 26.
80 Kift, Israel and Field (n 5), 23.
81 Daddow (n 18) 742. See also Farenga (n 52); Meuleman et al (n 10), 505-506.
82 Farenga (n 52) 61-62; Devlin (n 26), 940.
83 See generally Daddow (n 18).
84 Kift, Articulating a Transition Pedagogy (n 10), 41.
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simply is ‘an important human activity in which people recapture their experience, think about it, mull it over and evaluate it’. Dewey refers to ‘a state of doubt, hesitation, perplexity, mental difficulty, in which reflective thinking originates and… an act of searching… inquiring to find material to resolve the doubt’ demonstrating the appropriateness of reflective skills for issues which are troubling or tricky. He also refers to the purpose of reflection as being to connect or recognise relationships between different parts of an experience. Others have discussed different ways of typifying reflection in a scheme of ‘reporting and responding’, ‘relating’, ‘reasoning’, and ‘reconstructing’. They understand reflection as having levels or steps within it. Kolb and Kolb understand it as a cycle of learning, with ‘concrete experience’, ‘reflective observation’, ‘abstract conceptualisation’ and ‘active experimentation’. Gibbs has a similar model which involves, describing the experience, identifying any feelings involved, evaluating the activity, analysing it within a theoretical context then emerging into an action plan. Some of the possible learning outcomes from engaging in reflection include being able to devise new actions based on the reflective process, and being able to self-evaluate.

Moon defines reflection as:

A form of mental processing — like a form of thinking — that we use to fulfil a purpose or to achieve some anticipated outcome. It is applied to relatively complicated, unstructured ideas for which there is not an obvious solution and is largely based on the further processing of knowledge and understanding and possibly emotions that we already possess.

Reflection is not for the more straightforward issues, but rather for the complicated and intricate, interconnected issues.

There is also the understanding of reflection skills as being potentially transformative, and many discuss ‘critical reflection’ in this

---

86 John Dewey, How We Think (DC Heath & Co, 1933), 12, cited in David Boud, Rosemary Keogh and David Walker (eds), Reflection: Turning Experience into Learning (Routledge, 1994), 211.
way as well as the potential for critical transformation.\footnote{See, eg, Paulo Freire, \textit{Pedagogy of the Oppressed}, tr Myra Bergman Ramos (Penguin, 1972); Jack Mezirow, ‘Understanding Transformation Theory’ (1994) 44(4) \textit{Adult Education Quarterly} 222; Jack Mezirow, ‘An Overview on Transformative Learning’ in Jim Crowther and Peter Sutherland (eds), \textit{Lifelong Learning: Concepts and Contexts} (Routledge, 2006) 40.} Indeed, critical reflection can be seen as a way of ‘examining our own subjective thoughts about who we are, our identities, beliefs and so on’.\footnote{Elizabeth Smith, ‘Teaching Critical Reflection’ (2011) 16(2) \textit{Teaching in Higher Education} 211, 212, citing Timothy D Wilson, \textit{Strangers to Ourselves} (Harvard University Press, 2004).} Reflection skills extend to perspective transformation and self-critique, and the ability to recognise assumptions as a part of perspective transformation. This is where a person gains insight into assumptions they make which may limit the person’s understanding of themselves and their relationships. Reflective skills can enable law students to understand more deeply their own expectations and lecturer expectations within an assessment, and more broadly, in order to succeed.

The discussion of reflection skills in the literature frequently occurs within the discussion about learning and how we facilitate learning. Some refer to ‘deep learning’ or ‘surface learning’, and that reflection promotes ‘deep learning’. A ‘deep approach is where the intention of the learner is to understand the meaning of the material. [The learner] is willing to integrate it into her existing body of previous ideas, and understandings, reconsidering and altering her understandings if necessary’.\footnote{Moon, ‘PDP Working Paper’ (n 91), 5.} Surface learning is associated with memorising material, not necessarily trying to connect the new material with prior knowledge or understandings. Others discuss the concept of metacognition,\footnote{Ibid, 7; Casey (n 4), 321.} ‘thinking about thinking’,\footnote{John H Flavell, ‘Metacognition and Cognitive Monitoring: A New Area of Cognitive–Developmental Inquiry’ (1979) 34(10) \textit{American Psychologist} 906, 906-911, referred to in Casey (n 4), 346.} which in this situation is the awareness of the learning process.

The literature on transition pedagogy relating to diverse student cohorts emphasises the need to recognise that these students often have to negotiate a ‘hidden curriculum’. Given this, scaffolded reflection which supports an awareness of the learning processes required at university is one way in which to make more explicit the hidden curriculum to diverse students. To someone who is more familiar with an academic environment, understanding the requirements for success in their studies at university may not be complex. They may already have learnt these skills, or had made explicit to them what is required in order to succeed. For these first-year students, it is probably sufficient for universities to provide overall guidance about, for example, how many hours of study they should be devoting to each of their subjects, provide them with the lecture materials, weekly readings and tutorial questions, and they will do the rest. For a diverse student entering this environment, however, it may be perplexing and includes a level of
mental difficulty. A reflective task such as the SR Survey encourages diverse students to think about how they have learnt and succeeded in study so far. What they are being prompted to do is reflect, and connect, their engagement with their success in the relevant subject. The student is prompted to reflect, so as to engage in deep learning and make new connections.

Research relating to the development of students’ professional identity has long recognised that, as a student develops their identity as part of a profession, as well as their academic identity this will require them to develop an ethical muscle. In addition to the idea of an ethical muscle others have proposed that students, and lawyers, need to develop a ‘reflective muscle’. The SR Survey forms the beginnings of that process of developing skills in reflection and growing a ‘reflective muscle’. This forms the basis of a lifelong process of development as a legal professional, constantly growing and improving, and using reflection to make sense of more complex, not previously encountered, or perplexing experiences.

Reflection enables the learner to examine their experience, attend to feelings and re-evaluate the experience. Boud, Keogh and Walker observe that:

These elements are concerned with how the learner works on the experience, links new knowledge with old, re-examines the initial experience in the light of his or her own goals, integrates learning into his or her existing framework, and rehearses it with a view to subsequent activity.

If we relate this to the SR Survey, this enables the diverse student to think about what they have done in the subject to ensure their own success. They can think about what they were aiming for in the subject, or what their goals were. The student is ideally able to then integrate a new learning into their existing framework and then re-think what else they may need to do in order to do it differently next time. Integration of new knowledge can be seen as ‘a coming together or creative synthesis of various bits of the information previously taken in, and the formation of a new ‘solution’ or change in the self-what might be called a new gestalt’. 100

Finally, the process of reflection is not just a process for its own sake. Its aim is to enable us to be ready for new and different experiences or a new way of doing something or developing a new skill. This fits within the purpose of the SR Survey; to help the student to make connections between how they engage with the subject, and their ultimate success in that subject. If reflection is successful, the student may gain a greater sense of confidence in their ability to succeed or

97 See generally Gentile (n 1); See also Holmes (n 1); DelTotso-Brogan (n 1), 226.
98 Leering (n 3), 69.
99 Boud, Keogh and Walker (n 85), 21.
have the ‘hidden curriculum’ revealed to them. Even while insights may be gained, enacting change may still be hard.101

While reflective practice at law school has traditionally been associated with later year subjects, particularly clinical legal education,102 there have been suggestions that reflective practice can, and should, be introduced in the first-year of law school.103 Academic literature related to transition pedagogy for law students recommends that TLO 6 be embedded and developed from first-year, emphasising its relationship to supporting student well-being and resilience.104

A reflective task through which students reflect on their own performance and engagement is usually referred to as a reflective self-assessment task. It is a form of personal reflection as the student must question themselves, their actions, their behaviours and interrogate whether they could contribute to the relevant outcome. Field and Kift’s work promotes the integration of self-reflection into assessment design as a way of encouraging first-year students to become independent learners, and in particular to develop self-regulation skills.105 Nicol argues that this type of self-reflection in first-year student assessment can be achieved by asking students to self-assess their own work prior to submission, and by asking students to outline the best features of their work, indicating the mark that they think they should be awarded and the reason that they think they should be given that mark.106

However, studies of reflective practice in relation to first-year university students find that students do not always engage with reflective tasks or understand their purpose, and that educators may assume a level of understanding of the purpose of reflection that students do not possess.107 Reflective self-assessment tasks for first-

---

104 See generally Huggins,‘The Threshold Learning Outcome on Self-Management for the Bachelor of Laws Degree’ (n 5).
105 Field and Kift (n 103), 71. See also McNamara, Field and Brown (n 103), 2-4.
107 Hanson (n 12), 297; Dyke et al (n 12).
year students can also result in ‘at risk’ students relating poor performance to a lack of ability rather than a lack of effort or poor study strategies. 108 Other studies have found a wide variation between how students rated their performance, and how their tutors rated their work. 109

This does not mean that we should not expect diverse first-year law students to engage in reflective tasks. Brooman and Darwent’s study of the use of reflective diaries for first-year law students in a ‘mixed-ability student group’ at the start of their studies concedes that first-year students may not have developed the necessary skills to be competent reflective practitioners. 110 However, their study also found that the students ‘did not need to be accomplished reflectors in order to benefit from keeping the diaries’. 111 This study demonstrated that one of the key benefits of encouraging student reflection in this early stage of students’ degrees was that it helped students’ transition to university, particularly in relation to developing their sense of confidence as students, developing effective learning strategies and recognising the need for self-reliance and personal responsibility. 112 It appears from Brooman and Darwent’s study that, while students were provided with embedded support for their reflections in the form of access to academic articles connecting reflection and self-efficacy, it was not made explicit to students what they needed to do to succeed in their studies. Students seem to have been required to work out for themselves what they needed to do to address and overcome issues they experienced in relation to their studies. 113

For these reasons, the SR Survey is a highly directed and structured approach to the way in which students can reflect on their performance in their first-year law studies. It aims to get students to make the connection between the expectations of their engagement with the subject, and their outcome, rather than assessing the finished product; the assessment itself. In addition, the SR Survey directs students’ attention to ways they might improve their study strategies and engagement in the subject rather than attributing their performance to a lack of ability or aptitude. This is particularly important in relation to diverse students, as attribution of performance to ability or aptitude can undermine student confidence. 114 The SR Survey asks students if they can discern a link between their engagement with the subject and their outcome. If they cannot—that is, if they have done all that is expected of them, but they are not achieving as they anticipated—then this is an area for further investigation, and we explore ways to better support
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109 Thompson, Pilgrim and Oliver (n 12), 414-415; Maguire and Edmondson (n 12), 215-216; Lew, Alwis and Schmidt (n 12), 145.
110 Brooman and Darwent (n 103), 527.
111 Ibid, 523.
112 Ibid, 523-524.
113 Ibid, 526-527.
114 Lizzio and Wilson (n 108), 117, citing Carol S Dweck, Self-Theories: Their Role in Motivation, Personality, and Development (Psychology Press, 2013).
these students. If they can see that there is a connection between their engagement and the outcome in the subject, then this is the starting point for self-reflection; they start to exercise their ‘reflective muscle’.

III METHODOLOGY

Ethics approval was obtained for all aspects of this study, and all student data was de-identified.\textsuperscript{115} Mixed-methods analysis, combining qualitative and quantitative methods, was used in this study. The following section of this article first describes the study cohort, then outlines the phases of the implementation of the SR Survey, and finally describes the data that was collected and analysed.

A The study cohort

The first-year cohorts from the School of Law at Western Sydney University (‘WSU’) from 2018-2021 were the subject of this study. This cohort is a microcosm of the diversity of WSU’s broader cohort and the Greater Western Sydney (‘GWS’) community in which the multiple WSU campuses are located. Aggregated data for these four cohorts shows that 45% were from low-SES backgrounds,\textsuperscript{116} 35% were from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, 39% were first in family to attend University, 53% were students who have not entered their law course directly from school, and 10% entered the course via a Vocational Education Training (VET) program pathway, rather than via prior formal high school or university education.

The GWS region is the fastest growing region of greater metropolitan Sydney,\textsuperscript{117} and is very culturally diverse, with 35% of GWS was born overseas.\textsuperscript{118} It is populated by 170 different nationalities, 42% of whom speak a language other than English.\textsuperscript{119}

\textsuperscript{115} Refer to Ethics Approval number: H14491, Western Sydney University Human Research Ethics Committee.
\textsuperscript{117} The Centre for Western Sydney, Where Are the Jobs? Part 1: Western Sydney’s Short-Lived Jobs Boom (Report, 2020), 7.
\textsuperscript{119} Western Sydney University, Securing Success 2018-2020 Strategic Plan (Report, 2018), 2. See also Regional Centre of Expertise on Education for Sustainable Development (n 118).
has one of the largest Indigenous populations in Australia. A study of the 2016 Australian Bureau of Statistics data relating to the Socio-Economic Index for Areas concluded that ‘[local government areas] in GWS generally have a higher proportion of disadvantage and a lower proportion of advantage’ compared to the rest of the Sydney region.

Recent reviews of the law program at WSU have observed that our cohorts are ‘more diverse and socio-economically disadvantaged than is the case for traditional law schools, with a high incidence of students from low socio-economic status backgrounds, who are first in family to attend university and who speak a language other than English at home’. We embrace this diversity in our student cohort, because diversity at law school should lead to greater diversity in the legal profession, and in Australia and elsewhere, connections have been made between the education of law students from diverse backgrounds, diversity in the legal profession and access to justice. In the Australian context, Melville has observed that limiting access to legal education ‘excludes disadvantaged groups from the profession’. Educating law students from diverse backgrounds, however, also means that ‘the implicit or tacit needs to be made more explicit for students whose background does not readily acquaint them with these implicit features of the law school curriculum’.

---

121 Jawed Gebrael, Socio-Economic Index for Areas In Greater Western Sydney (Topic Paper, Westir Limited, August 2018), 5. See also The Centre for Western Sydney (n 117).
122 Michelle Sanson, WSU Law First Year Review (Consultation Paper, June 2016), 43. Evers, Olliff and Dwyer (n 32), 168.
B  Phases of the SR Survey

1  Phase 1 - end of first year 2017-2019

There are two foundations-type subjects that first-year students undertake at WSU: Fundamentals of Australian Law (FAL) and Legal Analysis and Critique (LAC). FAL is studied in students’ first semester, and LAC in their second semester. WSU policy states that students may seek a review of grade at the end of the semester if they are not satisfied with their result in a subject. WSU encourages students to discuss their result informally with the Subject Coordinator prior to seeking a formal review of grade. The SR Survey was first introduced as a paper-based exercise in LAC in 2017, to encourage students at the end of their first year of law studies to reflect on their performance in the subject, prior to seeking a formal review of grade. In 2018, the SR Survey was conducted online, via the subject’s learning management system, vUWS. Students were again asked to complete the SR Survey and discuss it with the LAC Subject Coordinator prior to making a formal application for a review of grade.

The format of the SR Survey has been reasonably consistent since its introduction in 2017. It consisted of a set of T/F answer questions, and three or four open ended questions. The T/F answer questions ask students whether they undertook certain tasks in the subject. The open-ended questions asked students to reflect on:

- What they did well to prepare for the relevant assessment.
- How they could have improved their preparation for the relevant assessment.
- Whether they think their result in the assessment reflects the answers they have provided in the SR Survey.
- In the case of a student’s overall result in the subject, whether they think that overall result reflects the answers they have provided in the SR Survey.  

Early anecdotal evidence from the 2017 SR Survey was that it proved to be a valuable tool for detecting serious discrepancies between students’ performance and their outcome in the subject. For example, in one case where a student was able to demonstrate that they had completed all of the recommended activities in the subject but had failed LAC, a review of the student’s exam paper indicated that there had been a calculation error in adding up their final exam marks, and the student had actually received a Credit grade for the subject. However, the SR Survey also received a negative comment in the student feedback on the subject in 2018:

I believe [the SR Survey] was an intimidation tactic to deter students as [teacher] is probably over run and already busy enough.  

127  See examples in Appendix 1.
128  Student feedback on subject, Legal Analysis and Critique, 2018.
This feedback indicated that perhaps the purpose of the SR Survey was not understood by students. Based on this feedback, in 2019 in LAC, students were provided access to the SR Survey early in the semester. The intention was to make more explicit the extent and type of engagement that was expected of students and to foreshadow that students who were not satisfied with their final result would be asked to undertake this reflective exercise at the end of semester as part of reviewing their result in the subject. However, while the SR Survey was made available to students at the start of the semester, it did not form part of the in-class work for LAC nor were students provided with support to develop their reflection skills.

2 Phase 2- reframing the survey questions

In early versions of the SR Survey, the open-ended questions simply asked students to reflect on whether they thought their outcome in the subject reflected their answers to the SR Survey. The assumption was that students would relate their SR Survey answers to their result. However, some student responses indicated that students thought the final open-ended questions were inviting comment about whether they received the outcome that they were expecting in the subject, or that they believed they deserved:

…i feel like I should have gained further marks, with all the preparation i did…129

Considering the circumstances I underwent this semester I believe I prepared and executed the final exam to a proficient enough level to have received a pass.130

…a compulsory fail was not expected and I was expecting and minimum of a credit.131

In contrast to other self-reflective assessment tasks,132 the SR Survey questions did not ask students to state the outcome that they thought they would achieve. The T/F questions and the open-ended questions were designed to encourage students to reflect on areas of strength in terms of engagement with the subject and preparation for assessment, where they could improve, and whether they could draw a connection between their engagement with the subject and their result. Students were encouraged to seek assistance if they could not see a connection between their result and their answers to the questions in the SR Survey.

The student responses above indicated that the open-ended questions were not sufficiently scaffolding students’ reflection skills.

---

129 Student LAC2018014 response to Legal Analysis and Critique 2018 final exam self-reflection survey.
130 Student LAC2018022 response to Legal Analysis and Critique 2018 final exam self-reflection survey.
131 Student LAC2018027 response to Legal Analysis and Critique 2018 final exam self-reflection survey.
132 See, eg, Thompson, Pilgrim and Oliver (n 12); Maguire and Edmondson (n 12); Lew, Alwis and Schmidt (n 12).
The responses also indicated that, if we were going to continue to use SR Survey, it needed to be introduced earlier in first year and embedded into curriculum activities that supported students’ reflection skills. In 2020 and 2021, the SR Survey was introduced in the first semester subject, FAL, and was embedded into the early learning activities in the subject.

3 Phase 3- moving and embedding the survey 2020-2021

Wilson et al observe that, for diverse students, the early weeks of semester are critical in the transition process because of ‘their low levels of academic capital, resulting in the ‘outsider within’ phenomenon and limited engagement with the role of university student’. The early weeks of FAL are therefore a crucial place for students to develop their sense of identity as a law student. While WSU conducts an extensive extracurricular orientation program for all students and the Law School is heavily involved in this program, our experience of the University’s orientation program has been that, in aiming for a ‘one world view’ from the students’ perspective, it does not provide us with a sufficient opportunity to develop students’ sense of cohort identity, nor does it permit us time to embed and support the skills and learning approaches that will assist students to commence their law studies.

In addition, some of our students are unable to attend WSU’s orientation activities, for example because of work or family commitments, so the early weeks of their law classes are important to develop a sense of belonging and to introduce appropriate approaches to learning. Studies of voluntary orientation/transition programs for diverse cohorts acknowledge that such programs are likely to attract the more intrinsically engaged and motivated students, and may not reach the students who most need the support. Even where transition programs in diverse first-year cohorts are conducted in a credit-bearing intensive mode at the commencement of students’ studies, research has demonstrated that, when students then engage in the standard pattern of study at university, they still find the transition challenging. In FAL, embedding these activities into the first weeks of semester provides us with a vehicle to cement cohort identity and frame these skills as important skills for lawyers and law students. In addition, it ensures that all students are given access to the relevant information and skills that will enable them to successfully engage with study.

FAL is taught in a flipped and blended mode. Students have four hours of class time per week (two, two-hour blocks) and are expected

133 Wilson et al (n 29), 1025.
to do preparatory work prior to coming to class so that the four hours of
class time is spent engaging in activities that reinforce and extend on
their learning from the online preparatory material.

Module 2, Week 2 of FAL is entitled ‘Being a Law Student’. This
Module focuses on setting expectations and is our first step in
scaffolding students’ self-reflection skills. As recommended by
McNamara, Field and Brown, students are asked to broadly reflect
on why they have chosen to study law and what they hope to achieve
from their law degree. They are also asked to draw on their experiences
of previous study or work to consider how they think studying law
might be the same as or different to other learning experiences they have
had.

Students also examine what they can expect from their law degree,
via a detailed examination of the Threshold Learning Outcomes (TLOs)
for the LLB, the Priestley 11 and the Course Learning Outcomes for the
law degree at WSU. In their examination of TLO 6, students are
assigned reading and in-class discussion questions on the following
topics:

- What is meant by ‘self-management’?
- What is ‘reflective practice’, and why is it important for law
  students?
- Outline some of the ways that you can put self-management and
  reflective practices in place to achieve success at law school.

In class, students examine strategies to balance their studies and
other aspects of their lives, and organisational tools that might help
them plan their studies. As part of their in-class exercises on self-
management and reflective practice, students are also asked to access
the online SR Survey and look at the questions in it. At this early stage,
the purpose of students examining the questions in the SR Survey is to
relate it to the discussions about self-management and reflective
practice. The purpose of moving the first attempt at the SR Survey to
the start of the semester is to foster in students a sense that they are
entering a professional degree, and that there are certain expectations of
them as commencing professionals. It also makes explicit what is
expected of them in terms of their engagement with and practices in the
subject that will facilitate their success. Israel et al have noted that:

[a] powerful signal to students that we respect their time and efforts and are
interested in their success can be given simply by clearly and regularly
articulating our expectations, both in relation to students’ formal and
informal in-class or online performance and conduct as well as in out-of-
class assessments. We also ought to provide students with guidance on how
they might meet those expectations and how staff in the subject are
available to support their success.137

Research has also demonstrated that one of the most significant
threats to law student mental well-being is the gap between student

136 McNamara, Field and Brown (n 103), 7-8.
137 Israel et al (n 31), 349.
expectations and the realities of law school.\textsuperscript{138} One of the objects of introducing the SR Survey at this early stage of first semester is to try to bridge that gap.

Some studies in transition pedagogy relating to diverse students have employed what appear to be fairly blunt instruments to manage student expectations and to make the institution’s expectations explicit. For example, Laing, Kuo-Ming and Robinson’s study of diverse students at a UK higher education institution examined the use of an online ‘automated negotiation process’ to manage students’ expectations in relation to their anticipated hours spent on study and their anticipated results.\textsuperscript{139} The study found that the automated instrument assisted students to adjust their expectations in terms of what would be required of them, in terms of study hours, in order to achieve their desired results. However, as acknowledged by the authors of the study, hours devoted to study is not necessarily a reliable measure of student engagement, nor a good predictor of academic outcome.\textsuperscript{140} While WSU Law School also provides students with information about the expected number of study hours per week for each subject, the SR Survey makes explicit the types of behaviours in those hours of study that are likely to facilitate success in the subject.

In 2020 and 2021, students also revisited the SR Survey at relevant times during the semester. For example, a version of the SR Survey was provided to students after they had received their marks for their first major piece of assessment in the subject, a case summary. In the penultimate week of the semester, in Module 7, ‘Becoming a Legal Professional’, students were asked to return to their reflections from Module 2 about why they had chosen to study law, and what their expectations were in relation to their law studies. As pre-class work for Module 7, students were also asked to reflect on how their answers to those reflections had changed (if at all) since the start of the semester. Students were also asked to reflect on the self-management skills they had learned in Module 2, and whether they thought they had put these into place during the semester. In class, they interviewed each other in pairs in relation to these questions and shared their reflections with the class. In addition, as part of their in-class work in Module 7, students examined the SR Survey for the final exam and were encouraged to attempt it as part of commencing their preparation for the final exam.

The final change that was introduced in 2020 and 2021 was an amendment to the open-ended questions in the SR Survey, to direct students’ self-reflection on whether they could see a connection


\textsuperscript{140} Ibid, 178.
between their study practices in the subject and their result in the subject and/or the particular assessment:

Question: Do you think your result in the Unit overall reflects the answers you have provided in this questionnaire? Why/Why not?

Please note that this question is not asking you whether you agree or disagree with your mark in the [relevant assessment/subject]. It is asking you to reflect on whether your answers to the questions above reflect your mark.

Students’ attempts at the SR Survey do not form part of their formal assessment in the subject. Burton and McNamara observe that, where reflection is assessed, what is usually assessed is the product of the reflection, rather than the reflective process itself.\textsuperscript{141} If reflection is to be assessed then clear indicators of reflection must be adopted.\textsuperscript{142} Given that the SR Survey is provided to students as the first step in them developing a ‘reflective muscle’, the Law School has decided not to assess students’ SR Survey attempts. This obviously raises the issue of how to encourage students to do the SR Survey. This is addressed in two ways. First, the SR Survey is embedded in class work across the semester as part of in-class activities. Secondly, students are required to complete the SR Survey as part of their discussions with the Subject Coordinator if they wish to have their mark in an assessment item (or overall) reviewed.

C Data studied

Students’ responses to the SR Surveys were collected from the learning management system, vUWS, from 2018-2021. In addition, a record of whether students had accessed the SR Survey during the semester was downloaded from vUWS for 2019-2021. The data relating to students who accessed the SR Survey very early in the semester simply revealed whether students looked at the questions in the SR Survey. Students could not submit a meaningful response to the SR Survey at that point because they had not yet undertaken most of the tasks in the subject. Conventional qualitative content analysis was used to code students’ responses to the open-ended questions at the end of each of these surveys using Nvivo software. This data consisted of 177 responses across the 2018-2021 cohorts. Quantitative statistical analysis, using R 4.0.1 software, was used to examine the interaction between students’ attempts at the SR Survey and their outcomes in the subjects in the 2019-2021 cohorts. This study cohort consisted of over 900 students.

IV DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Our analysis of the data related to the SR Survey is that students’ engagement with it does appear to be positively correlated with

\textsuperscript{141} Burton and McNamara (n 78), 179.

\textsuperscript{142} Smith (n 93), 219; Burton and McNamara (n 78), 181-184.
students’ results in these first-year subjects. This correlation appears to be more significant where students have been given the opportunity to reflect on their actions and have the opportunity to change what they are doing. More importantly, it appears that the embedding and scaffolding of work related to the importance of self-management and self-reflection for legal professionals has improved students’ self-reflection, even in situations where they may be disappointed with the outcome in a particular assessment and/or the subject overall. The qualitative data from the SR Survey also reveals that we still have some way to go in supporting students’ self-reflection skills.

A  Discussion and Analysis of Qualitative data

Our analysis of student responses across the four study cohorts indicates that the SR Survey does contribute to the development of students’ self-reflective muscle.

1  Effect of repetition of SR Survey attempts

There is evidence of the development of a self-reflective muscle from the reflections of students who complete the SR Survey a number of times. An important feature of the T/F questions in the SR Survey, which is explained to students, is that they do not ask students questions to which we do not already know the answers or are unable to verify. For example, many of the questions ask students about whether they undertook particular activities in the subject. As much of this work is submitted via vUWS, we have a record of whether or not the student has done the work. Class attendance records are also kept, and the Subject Coordinator consults with the relevant tutor about students’ class participation. Sometimes students are asked to re-attempt the SR Survey because their T/F answers on their first attempt do not reflect what we can see in vUWS.

As an example, student LAC201812 attempted the SR Survey three times. On their first two attempts, the student indicated through their responses to the T/F questions that they had completed the majority of the activities set during the semester. This was not consistent with the information that we could see on vUWS. The student was asked to repeat the SR Survey for a third time, and to accurately respond to the T/F questions. They did this on their third attempt at the SR Survey. The contrast between the student’s reflections in their first two attempts and their third attempt is clear:

First attempt:

I thought i did well by my preparation, not sure what else should be covered. Maybe in the future i need to conduct more research for better results…… I wasn't expecting that mark as i thought i did well in the questions, not sure what went wrong…. I was not satisfied with marks, as i believe i have done everything.

Second attempt:
i was not happy with the results, i thought i was disadvantaged, because i thought i did well enough to make pass the unit, i wasn't happy with the marks. i have tried all my best and knowledge. I don't know how come i got this results, when i actually left the exam with the positives vibe. I have done alot of studies for LAC, i spent a lot of time practicing and preparing, never thought i did that bad. I'm not sure when else i should have done. This makes really think as if im capable of this degree.

Third attempt:

Maybe [I need to] focus more on time management for each question. Even though I did the weekly questions and discussed with my friends the questions. I need to attempt them alone to see my knowledge first. In the future law exam, i need to focus on answering the questions with structure and discuss the information with the tutor to gain better results… Unfortunately I thought i have covered everything for the final exam, but the results was shocking and did not even expect that results at all. I did the same way that my friends did and the passed not sure what went wrong…

2 Demonstration of resilience and self-awareness

We also draw the conclusion that the SR Survey can contribute to the development of a self-reflective muscle from reflections of students who indicated that they thought their results did reflect their answers to the SR Survey questions, even where students were somewhat disappointed in their results. This was particularly noticeable in relation to the reflections of the 2020 and 2021 cohorts, where the SR Survey was more fully integrated into the curriculum, embedded into classwork related to self-management and revisited across the semester:

Question: Given your answers to the above questions, what did you do well to prepare for this assessment:

Since I attempted this unit last semester I was able to see where I was lacking in my studies and to further develop my skills in understanding the readings, doing summary templates, taking notes and fully understanding the work load I am supposed to do to fulfil the requirements for this unit.

Question: Do you think your result in [the relevant assessment/subject] reflects the answers you have provided in this survey? Why/Why not?

Yes, I did not prepare well before class and it reflected by the result from the assessment.

[p]ossibly. maybe, a bit more time and effort into the assessment requirement could better my result.

143 Student LAC201812 responses to Legal Analysis and Critique 2018 final exam self-reflection survey.
…Apart from being disappointed about this mistake [in the case summary assessment] costing me a distinction, I am extremely happy with my result as I put a lot of work in and do see results from those hours of preparation. Thus, I believe my answers above reflect my mark.\[^{147}\]

…up until the exam i had been preforming [sic] so well, i had gotten cocky after the grades pre exam were released and slipped up…\[^{148}\]

Yes, it does. Why? Because I feel like making notes through out every module learnt about the key concepts esp in depth notes would have been helpful in the final exam. Basically I could have done better in note-taking.\[^{149}\]

Yes it reflects my effort put in this semester however does not reflect my ability.\[^{150}\]

Yes, I do as I should have done all the pre-seminar questions and asked for more feedback.\[^{151}\]

I do believe that it has as it reflected that I put in a lot of work (enough for a distinction) but not enough for a HD.\[^{152}\]

I would say the feedback itself accurately reflects the answers I have provided. I knew that I was having trouble with identifying the obiter and ratio and tried to work it out myself. I realised after attending PASS that this was not possible to do alone, however, by then it was too late to gain a comprehensive understanding of how to identify them. I've definitely learnt that I shouldn't hesitate to reach out for help or clarify misunderstandings. Going forward, I will utilise all of the resources available to me.\[^{153}\]

If reflection is not just a process for its own sake, but to enable us to be ready for new and different experiences or a new way of doing something, then it appears that the SR Survey, particularly in its fully embedded mode in 2020 and 2021, is in fact contributing to the development of first-year students’ self-reflective muscle. Our analysis of quantitative data also indicates that the SR Survey is positively correlated to student outcomes in the subject. Again, this appears to be particularly the case where the reflection is used as an opportunity to adjust the student’s approach to their studies. This aspect of the study is discussed further below.


3  *A work in progress*

Despite these promising signs in relation to the impact of the SR Survey on the development of the students’ self-reflective muscle, the SR Survey does not guarantee that students reflect thoughtfully on their own performance. We also performed an analysis of the T/F responses of students whose reflections indicated that they did not think their responses to the SR Survey questions reflected their results. Each of the responses below is from a student who answered ‘False’ to at least one third of the T/F questions, indicating that they had not done at least one third of the recommended activities to prepare for the relevant assessment:

Question: Do you think your result in [the relevant assessment/the Unit overall] reflects the answers you have provided in this survey? Why/why not?

No because if I haven’t studied a way suggested or expected that does not mean I’m going to do bad in the exam…. each Individual has a different way of learning and I learn by watching Videos which I did I would go to YouTube and listen to videos about a specific topic.  

i think they will to a certain extent. but one must factor in circumstance and luck as well.

My result in the final exam does not reflect my answers to why I failed the unit as I had done plenty of preparation for the exam despite not effectively using my time in the best possible way. While I agree that there are things which I wish I could of done better though my own lack of understanding or lack of knowledge, I believe that my progression in the unit is not done proper justice as I had put countless hours of study and preparation at home into this unit for the final exam. I had studied more for this unit than other units because of the heavy nature of the content in this unit and putting it into practice, if I’m being honest I put more effort into studying for this unit then I have studied anything in my life….  

No as a compulsory fail was not expected and I was expecting and minimum of a credit….  

No, I prepared responses and practiced the concepts of the subject.… I put a lot of effort into my essay and I failed that. I also put a lot of time and effort into understanding the concepts of LAC and the content being taught.

Question: Given your answers to the above questions, what did you do well to prepare for [the relevant assessment]:

---


156  Student LAC2018011 response to Legal Analysis and Critique 2018 final exam self-reflection survey. (This student answered ‘false’ to 8/17 T/F questions.)

157  Student LAC2018027 response to Legal Analysis and Critique 2018 final exam self-reflection survey. This student answered ‘false’ to 11/17 T/F questions.

158  Student LAC2019171 response to Legal Analysis and Critique 2019 final exam self-reflection survey. This student answered ‘false’ to 13/17 t/f questions.
Although I did not do everything in this survey it was because I might have did it in a different way that makes sense to me. 159

These responses indicate that we still have some way to go in supporting students’ self-reflection skills. Drawing from Brooman and Darwent, we suggest that disseminating information to students about the results of those students who participated in the SR Survey exercise might encourage first-year students to engage with it, 160 and this is something we plan to do with future cohorts. In addition, further development of the early curriculum materials relating to the purpose of self-assessment reflective tasks, and their connection to professional practice in particular, may be beneficial. However, we were heartened by the fact that, unlike other self-reflection exercises,161 the students’ reflections did not blame a lack of ability or aptitude for their results.

B Discussion and Analysis of quantitative data

Quantitative analysis of students’ engagement with the SR Survey across the 2019-2021 cohorts indicates that the SR Survey seems to be positively associated with students’ results in the relevant subjects. The authors do not assert that this indicates that engagement with the SR Survey has caused this effect. In the case of any pedagogical initiative involving human subjects, it is not really possible to draw cause-and-effect connections between the initiative and quantitative outcomes. Any conclusions that can be drawn from quantitative data are, at best, tentative, because educators are working with ‘non-clinical contexts and uncontrollable variables’. 162 However, the results of the quantitative outcomes in this study results indicate that it is worth persisting and refining the SR Survey. It also provides us useful data to encourage future groups of students to engage with the SR Survey, in the same way that Brooman and Darwent suggest that the learning gains of students who participated in their self-reflective diary exercise ‘might serve to enhance the engagement of other students in these different circumstances’.163

In order to understand the following analysis, it is necessary to have an understanding of the concept of statistical significance. As explained by Noakes:

---

159 Student LAC2019125 response to Legal Analysis and Critique 2019 final exam self-reflection survey. This student answered ‘false’ to 12/17 t/f questions.

160 Brooman and Darwent (n 103), 528.

161 Lizzio and Wilson (n 108), 117.


163 Brooman and Darwent (n 103), 528.
Statistical significance refers to a result which, given the number of students in a study, cannot reasonably be explained as a chance occurrence. ‘Statistical significance’ is measured by a ‘p-value’, which is calculated as a number between 1 and 0. A ‘p value’ of less than or equal to .05 means that results are statistically significant. It means that the probability of an observed result occurring by chance is less than or equal to 5%.

1 Engagement with SR Survey unrelated to assessment

We investigated whether students’ engagement with the SR Survey during the semester where it was not related to reviewing a piece of assessment correlated to their overall performance in the subject.

(a) 2019 and 2020 cohorts

In relation to the 2019 and 2020 cohorts in this study, t-tests were used to see if there was a difference between the final results of those students who made an attempt at a SR Survey and to those who did not. A t-test is an inferential statistic that is used to determine if there is a statistically significant difference between the averages of two groups. Here, the two groups were the students who made an attempt at the SR Survey and those who did not.

Our analysis demonstrated that students who attempted the SR Survey during the semester had a final result in the subject that was slightly higher than those who did not. This difference, however, was not statistically significant.

In 2019, the students who attempted the SR Survey early in the semester had a final result that was 2.3 points higher on average (difference = 2.3, Standard Error of the Difference = 2.1). This result was not statistically significant ($t(266) = 1.2, p = 0.25$).

In 2020, the students who attempted the Module 2 SR Survey, as part of their in-class work, had a final result that was 2.5 points higher on average (difference = 2.5, Standard Error Difference = 2.3). This result was not statistically significant ($t(307) = 1.1, p = 0.28$).

(b) 2021 cohort

In relation to the 2021 cohort, we captured data on whether students had attempted the SR Survey as part of Module 2, and whether they also attempted the SR Survey as part of their in-class work towards the end of the semester, in Module 7, ‘Becoming a Legal Professional’. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was used. An ANOVA test is used when comparing the difference between the averages of three or more sets of data. In this case, we used an ANOVA test to see whether results in the subject were higher for students who completed the SR Survey in Module 2 only, in Module 7 only, or for students who

---


165 The dependent variable in all analyses was the final result of the student. These data were not normally distributed, instead were left skewed. However, the normal assumption was likely met due to the large sample size and central limit theorem. A square transformation of the dependent variable gave normally distributed data. The analysis was repeated after a square-transformation, but this did not affect the conclusions.
completed the SR Survey in both Module 2 and Module 7, compared to those who did not complete a SR Survey at all.166

In 2021, attempts at the SR Survey were significantly associated with the final result \( t(3,334) = 10.3, p < 0.001 \). Results were highest for the group who attempted the Module 7 SR Survey only (average result = 67.7), followed by those who completed the Module 7 SR Survey and the Module 2 SR Survey (average result = 64.2) followed by those who attempted the Module 2 SR Survey only (average result = 58.5), followed by those who did not complete a SR Survey at all (average result = 56.2) (See Figure 1).

Figure 1
Average results for 2021 for students who: NN - did not complete a SR Survey attempt, YN - completed the Module 2 attempt only, NY - completed the Module 7 attempt only and YY - completed both SR Survey attempts. Blue line shows the average and grey shading shows the 95% confidence interval of the mean. Each student’s result is indicated by a dot.

The 2021 data in relation to those students who attempted the Module 7 SR Survey as part of their in-class work is notable because it suggests that completing the Module 7 SR Survey is associated with a higher result. As discussed above, if one of the purposes of reflection is to prepare for new and different experiences, a new way of doing something or developing a new skill, then the Module 7 SR Survey occurs at a time when students have had the experience of their learning in the subject, are able to reflect on their study approaches over the semester, and then have the opportunity, via their preparation for the final exam, to do something about it.

166 The dependent variable in all analyses was the final result of the student. These data were not normally distributed, instead were left skewed. However, the normal assumption was likely met due to the large sample size and central limit theorem. A square transformation of the dependent variable gave normally distributed data. The analysis was repeated after a square-transformation, but this did not affect the conclusions.
(c) All cohorts

A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was used to model the data over all three cohorts, to examine whether an attempt at one or more SR Surveys in a semester was associated with the final result, after adjusting for the year of enrolment. A two-way ANOVA is used where two different effects are being studied. In this case, the two effects were the SR Survey attempt and the cohort year.

Across the three years, students who engaged with the SR Survey where it was not related to reviewing a piece of assessment, had a 4.4 point higher final result on average than those who did not complete a SR Survey. This difference was statistically significant ($f(1,911) = 18.3, p < .001$), after adjusting for year of enrolment. The cohort effect was not significant ($f(2,911) = 0.41, p = 0.66$).

2 SR Survey attempts related to assessment

As discussed above, in 2020 and 2021, one of the changes that was introduced to the SR Survey was that students were asked to complete it as a pre-requisite to seeking an appointment with the Subject Coordinator about their result in their first assessment, a case summary. Like the in-class SR Survey exercise in Module 7 ‘Becoming a Legal Professional’, the Case Summary SR Survey was completed at a time where students had something to reflect on in terms of their approaches to their work in the subject. In addition, they then had the opportunity to apply that reflection to their next piece of assessment, the final exam. However, unlike the Module 7 SR Survey attempt, students who completed the Case Summary SR Survey generally did so if they wanted to discuss their assessment with the Subject Coordinator. It was not part of their in-class work for the subject.

In relation to the 2020 and 2021 cohorts, $t$-tests were used to see if there was a statistically significant difference between those students who completed a Case Summary SR Survey and those who did not, in terms of their improvement in their marks between the Case Summary assessment and their final exam.

A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was then used to model the data over 2020 and 2021, to examine whether improvement was significant, after adjusting for the year/cohort effect. Overall, this analysis showed that there was a significant difference (improvement) in the marks of those who attempted the Case Summary SR Survey, compared to those who did not. Overall, the students who completed a Case Summary SR Survey, had an improvement that was 5.2% points higher on average than those who did not complete a Case Summary SR Survey. This result was significant ($f(1,589) = 11.1, p < 0.001$). The cohort effect was not significant ($f(1,589) = 1.03, p = 0.31$).

These results, and the statistical analysis of the interaction of the Module 7 SR Survey attempt and overall results in the subject in 2021,

---

167 The dependent variable in all analyses was the difference in marks for the two assessments within a year for each student. These data were reasonably symmetric and so a normal distribution was assumed.
suggest that better results are achieved where students attempt the SR Survey once they have had a chance to put into practice some of the strategies suggested by the statements in the SR Survey, and reflect on how they could adjust their approach to their studies.

V CONCLUSION

Supporting the transition of diverse students to university does not end with entry to university; this is where it starts. Transition pedagogy in relation to diverse first-year students’ needs to make expectations explicit, reveal the hidden curriculum to students and foster an early sense of purpose and professionalism. This study focuses on one aspect of a transition program for a diverse cohort that attempts to achieve these goals by scaffolding and developing students’ self-reflection skills. Other studies of self-reflection tasks for first-year students have indicated that students do not always understand their purpose and may not accurately assess their own work. More concerningly, diverse students may attribute their results to a lack of ability or aptitude. The results of our study indicate that the SR Survey did appear to contribute to the development of students’ ‘self-reflective muscle’, particularly where it was embedded early in the curriculum and was supported by learning on the importance of self-reflection for lawyers and law students. In addition, quantitative analysis indicates that there was a positive correlation between students’ attempts of the SR Survey and their results in the relevant subjects, particularly where students had the opportunity to reflect on what they had already achieved, and prepare themselves for new and different ways of doing something or developing new skills. These results provide encouraging ways forward to build the likelihood of success of diverse students in their law studies.
APPENDIX 1: EXAMPLES OF SR SURVEY

SR Survey questions for end of semester – Fundamentals of Australian Law 2021

True/False Response questions

1. Prior to each seminar for this Unit, I completed all of the pre-seminar work, including all viewing, listening, reading, made my own notes and answered pre-seminar questions.

2. I missed fewer than 2 seminars over the semester.

3. When I missed a seminar, I contacted the Unit Coordinator to discuss the work I had missed.

4. In seminars, I took notes of what was being said by the tutor and/or my classmates, and revised those notes once class had finished.

5. I actively participated in all in class activities, answering questions raised by the tutor, participating in class discussion and group work, preparing written answers to the activities and (where appropriate) discussing them with my classmates.

6. I completed all of the Academic Integrity Modules and quizzes.

7. I regularly attended PASS for this Unit.

8. I completed all of the recommended activities to prepare for the Case Summary assessment. (If you are unsure what these activities were, please complete the Case Summary Self-Reflection Survey, which can be found at the Case Summary Assessment tab).

9. I submitted a genuine attempt at the Week 12 practice statutory interpretation problem question, and received an answer guide.

10. I prepared for the Final Exam by following the suggestions in the Exam Revision Screencast.

11. I prepared and submitted a satisfactory response to the Practice Exam, and received an answer guide.

12. I used the answer guide for the Practice Exam to make changes to my notes for the final exam.

13. I attended the Unit Coordinator's exam revision Q&A session prior to the final exam.

14. In the Final Exam, I employed good exam technique by reading the questions carefully, and allocating my time for each question based on the weighting of the question.

Open-ended response questions
15. Given your answers to the above questions, please reflect on what you did well to prepare for the exam in this Unit.

16. Given your answers to the above questions, please reflect on what ways could you improve your exam preparation.

17. Do you think your result in the Final Exam reflects the answers you have provided in this questionnaire? Why/Why not?

   Please note that this is not asking you whether you agree or disagree with your mark in the exam. It is asking you to reflect on whether your answers to the questions above reflect your mark.

18. Do you think your result in the Unit overall reflects the answers you have provided in this questionnaire? Why/Why not?

   Please note that this question is not asking you whether you agree or disagree with your result in this Unit. It is asking you to reflect on whether your answers to the questions above reflect your result.
**True/False Response questions**

1. Prior to each seminar in Weeks 1-7, I completed all of the pre-seminar work, including all viewing, listening, reading, made my own notes and answered pre-seminar questions.

2. I attended all seminars in Weeks 1-7.

3. When I missed a seminar in Weeks 1-7, I contacted the Unit Coordinator to discuss the work I had missed:

4. In seminars, I took notes of what was being said by the tutor and/or my classmates, and revised those notes once class had finished.

5. I actively participated in all in class activities, answering questions raised by the tutor, participating in class discussion and group work, preparing written answers to the activities and (where appropriate) discussing them with my classmates.

6. I attended all of the PASS sessions for this Unit that were scheduled in weeks 1-7.

7. I attended the PASS session in which the PASS leaders and students discussed the extra case summaries assigned for PASS.

8. I submitted an answer to the Week 3 case summary activity on *Hart v Rankin*, and received an answer guide.

9. I submitted an answer to the Week 5 identification of ratio exercise on *Bugmy*, and received an answer guide.

10. In Week 6 Class 2, I participated in the in-class activity assessing the case summary examples of *Oliver v R*.

11. Prior to attending Week 7, Class 1, I completed my own case summary of *Lembke v R*.

12. I had read the case of *Bates v R* prior to Week 7 Class 1, so was able to participate in the class discussion about this case and to jointly prepare a case summary with the tutor and the other students who had read the case.

13. I prepared a case summary of the case that I was assigned for the case summary pre-test.

14. I submitted my attempt at a case summary of *Merhi v R*, submitted this to Turnitin prior to my case summary written test, and reviewed the answer guide.

15. I have read the General Feedback provided for the case summary assessment, reviewed my case summary attempt, and made notes on the parts of the general feedback that are relevant to my response.
16. I have read the relevant case summary template for the case I attempted in the case summary assessment. I have reviewed my case summary attempt, and made notes on the parts of the case summary template that are relevant to my response (e.g., noting things that I did/did not do)

**Open-ended response questions**

17. Given your answers to the above questions, what did you do well to prepare for this assessment

18. Given your answers to the above questions, how do you think you could have improved your preparation for this assessment

19. Do you think your result in this assessment reflects the answers you have provided in this survey? Why/Why not?

*Please note that this question is not asking you whether you agree or disagree with your mark. It is asking you to reflect on whether your answers to the questions above reflect your mark.*